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Nevi with architectural disorder and cytologic
atypia of melanocytes (NAD), aka “dysplastic nevi,”
have varying degrees of histologic abnormalities,
which can be considered on a spectrum of grades of
atypia. Somewhat controversial and subjective cri-
teria have been developed for grading of NAD into
three categories “mild,” “moderate,” and “severe.”
Grading involves architectural and cytological fea-
tures, which often correlate with each other. Archi-
tectural criteria were intraepidermal junctional ex-
tension beyond any dermal component, complex
distortion of rete ridges, and dermal fibrosis. Cyto-
logical criteria were based on nuclear size, disper-
sion of chromatin, prominence of nucleoli, hyper-
chromasia and variation in nuclear staining. Few
tests have been made of the relationship between
specific grades of atypia and patient risk for mela-
noma. Retrospective review of pathology reports
was performed on 20,275 nevi examined between
1989 and 1996. From the total, 6,275 were diag-
nosed as NAD, which were in 4,481 patients. These
patients were divided into those whose worst NAD
was mild (2,504), moderate (1,657), or severe (320).
Review of accession data revealed that a personal
history ofmelanomawas present in 5.7%of patients
with mild, 8.1% with moderate, and 19.7% with
severe atypia. The male/female ratios were similar
in each group. In the three groups, themean ages of
men were similar and of women were similar, but
the mean age of men tended to be 6–11 yrs. older
than women in each group. Family histories of mel-
anoma were not considered. The odds ratio as a

measure of association between NAD and personal
history of melanoma, shows an odds ratio of 4.08
(2.91–5.7) for NAD-severe versus NAD mild, odds
ratio 2.81 (2–3.95) for NAD-severe versus NAD-
moderate and odds ratio 1.45 (1.13–1.87) for NAD
moderate versus NAD-mild. These data show that
the probability of having personal history of mela-
noma, for any given NAD patient, correlates with
the NAD grade. Likewise, the risk of melanoma is
greater for persons who tend tomake nevi with high
grade histological atypia.
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Since the histological description of a type of atyp-
ical nevus by Clark et al. (2–8), considerable con-
troversy has surrounded the interpretation of the
histological changes, regarding their correlation
with familial melanoma and with melanoma risk
for the individual. Subsequent work has empha-
sized two types of clinical settings associated with
these atypical nevi, one being in patients with large
numbers of such nevi and a familial or personal
history of melanoma, called familial dysplastic ne-
vus syndrome. The other setting involves patients
with a variable number of such nevi and without
any familial history of melanoma, which was called
the sporadic dysplastic nevus syndrome (5, 9–11).
Clark himself did not grade the histological changes
seen in the atypical nevi, but he did not object to
the attempts of others to do so (12–15). In general,
melanoma risk in patients has been found to be
slightly elevated in association with the overall
number of dysplastic nevi, without much consider-
ation of the histological features of individual nevi
(5, 11, 16, 17). Also, the basic definition of the dys-
plastic nevus and its relation to early melanoma
have been so challenged that two NIH consensus
conferences were convened, in 1984 and 1992, to
deal with these problems and to suggest an im-
proved terminology (18, 19). It was recommended
that these lesions be defined clinically as “atypical
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nevi” and, histologically, as “nevi with architectural
disorder and cytological atypia of melanocytes”
with an estimation of the grade of atypia, rejecting
the use of the term “dysplastic nevus” (19). Esti-
mates of the frequency of atypical nevi associated
with melanoma have found that approximately 39%
of patients with melanoma have clinically atypical
nevi, compared with 7% of a nonmelanoma control
group (10). The relatively low frequency of mela-
noma associated with atypical moles in the absence
of a family history of melanoma (20) contrasts with
the relatively large number of patients who have
clinically atypical nevi, that histologically fit the
description of nevi with architectural disorder and
atypia of melanocytes. One careful study of pre-
dominantly Caucasian patients in the Napa Valley
of California estimated that approximately 4% of
that population had “dysplastic nevi,” now called
“nevi with architectural disorder and cytologic
atypia of melanocytes” (13, 21). Obviously, only a
few “dysplastic” nevi fit the category of “obligate
precursors” of melanoma, as described by Clark et
al. (8) and Tong et al. (22), and most “dysplastic
nevi” are markers of increased melanoma risk, in
general, for that individual (10, 20). Consequently,
the hypothesis that we chose to test in the current
study was that the grade of atypia of the nevus has
some correlation with the risk of developing mela-
noma in that patient. If this hypothesis is true, it
could be important in deciding the treatment op-
tions for that patient and lead to other, more basic
studies of the nature of the underlying biochemical
and genetic abnormalities responsible for the ele-
vated melanoma risk. The ideal study of this type
would define the level of abnormality for each ne-
vus and then follow each patient throughout his or
her lifetime, to determine whether or not he or she
ever developed a melanoma. Such a study cannot
be done within the lifetime of a single investigator
and must be done by a case registry, over a long
period of time. As a compromise, we chose to ex-
amine whether the grade of abnormality in the

nevus had any relation to whether the patient had a
personal history of melanoma at the time of the
removal of the atypical nevus. If, indeed, histolog-
ical grading of nevi has a correlation with mela-
noma risk, then high-grade atypia should be ob-
served more frequently in patients who have a prior
history of melanoma, as well as in patients who
later develop a melanoma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Definitions
Biopsies of melanocytic nevi have been classified

routinely as to whether or not they exhibited archi-
tectural disorder and cytological atypia of melano-
cytes (“dysplastic nevi”) at the New York Hospital-
Weill Medical College of Cornell University from
1983 to the present time. During that time, all nevi
that were considered to have architectural disorder
were graded into three grades based on an overall
assessment of the degree of atypia of the nevus. The
words “mild,” “moderate,” and “severe” were used
for these three grades in the pathology reports on
these specimens. The basis of this classification
followed, in part, the recommendations of Mihm
and colleagues (22, 23) with regard to the cytologi-
cal classification. However architectural criteria
also had to be included. How these criteria were
used in our laboratory can be summarized in tab-
ular form (Table 1). Crowson, Magro, and Mihm
published recently a very detailed description, with
extensive illustrations, of mild, moderate, and se-
verely “dysplastic” nevi that corresponds well with
the criteria that we used in our classification, based
on earlier publications by Mihm (24). A brief de-
scription of our criteria follows:

All of the “dysplastic” nevi or nevi with architec-
tural disorder (NAD) in our series had the following
features: extension of the junctional component at
least three rete ridges beyond any dermal compo-
nent, papillary dermal fibrosis, elongation and dis-

Table 1. Criteria for NAD Grading

Characteristic CMN-Not Atypical NAD-Mild NAD-Mod NAD-Severe Melanoma

Lateral circumscription Sharp Slightly diminished Moderate Moderate Poor
Symmetry Good Good Good Often broken Rare
Junctional extension Unusual Usual Usual Usual Extensive
Rete ridge distortion Occasional Occasional Usual Always Occasional
Fibrosis Regressive Often Always Always Occasional
Melanocyte distribution Nests dispersed Nests dispersed Nests dispersed Nests dispersed Dispersed nests
Upward migration Occasionally centrally Rarely Occasionally centrally Occasional centrally Often central and

peripheral
Suprapapillary plates Spared Spared Usually spared Often involved Involved
Nuclear size Age-related Small Medium Large Medium/large
Nucleoli Age-related Small Medium Large Large
Chromatin Uniform Condensed Partially expanded Expanded, coarse in some

cells
Expanded, hyperchromatic

and coarse
Mitoses/dermal Few superficial Few superficial Few superficial Few superficial Superficial and deep

mitoses
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tortion of rete ridges, and a variable lymphocytic
infiltrate. Mild NAD and moderate NAD mostly
were rather symmetrical lesions that were well cir-
cumscribed. Severe NAD tended to lack exact sym-
metry but were well circumscribed in the epider-
mis. In mild and moderate NAD, the individual
nevus cells and nests of nevus cells were mainly on
the elongated, distorted rete, without much in-
volvement of the suprapapillary plates. Severe NAD
had more suprapapillary plate involvement, espe-
cially in the centers of the lesions, but lacked page-
toid upward migration or irregular spread in the
epidermis. Cytologically mild NAD, moderate NAD,
and severe NAD differed in the following character-
istics at high magnification.

Mild Cytological Atypia
For this study, mild cytological atypia was de-

fined at high magnification. (Fig. 1, A–B) The nuclei
of the melanocytes were condensed, ovoid-to-
ellipsoidal in shape, hyperchromatic, indented, and
often without a visible nucleolus, or with a very
small one. There was considerable variability in
nuclear shape. The cytoplasm was often collapsed
to form a clear space, or halo, around the cell. For
classification purposes, these cytological features
were usually judged on the appearance of the junc-
tional extension zone. Pagetoid upward migration
of melanocytes was absent or minimal and not at

the edges of the lesion. Mitoses were absent from
any dermal component of the nevus.

Moderate Cytological Atypia
At high magnification, the nuclei of the nevus

cells are quite variable in size and chromatin pat-
terns. (Fig. 2, A–B) Many nuclei are enlarged to the
size of those in basal keratinocytes, have hyper-
chromatic staining with an ellipsoidal or rhomboi-
dal shape, and often have a small nucleolus visible
in the center of the nucleus. The cytoplasm is fre-
quently enlarged, compared with that of the resting
melanocyte, and may not collapse on fixation to
show a “halo” around the cell. Atypical mitoses are
absent in the intraepidermal component, and even
typical mitoses are also absent in the deepest der-
mal component. Very few normal-appearing mito-
ses can occur in the upper dermal part of the nevus,
near the epidermis or appendageal epithelium.

Severe Atypia
Nests of nevus cells predominate over the indi-

vidually dispersed nevus cells, although at the cen-
ter of the lesion, some upward migration of indi-
vidual nevus cells can occasionally be found upon
careful search. Upward migration is not present at
the periphery of the lesion. The dermal component

FIGURE 1. A, nevus, compound type, with architectural disorder and
mild cytologic atypia of melanocytes. This region shows the extension
of the junctional component beyond the dermal component, with some
papillary dermal fibrosis and lymphocytic infiltration but with only
slight distortion of the rete ridges and with nevus cells that generally do
not have nuclei larger than the keratinocyte nuclei nearby (H&E, 10�).
B, the nuclear size in the nevus cells is near that in the keratinocytes
(H&E, 40�).

FIGURE 2. A, nevus, compound type, with architectural disorder and
moderate cytologic atypia of melanocytes. This region also has
extension of the junctional component beyond the dermal portion.
There has been partial regression of the dermal component. The rete
ridges are quite distorted, and the nuclei in the nevus cells are enlarged
(H&E, 10�). B, the enlargement and hyperchromasia of the nevus
nuclei is more evident at higher magnification of this lesion, which is
overall at the high end of the scale of moderate atypia. A few cells in
this photo have sufficient atypia to be classified as severe atypia (H&E,
40�).
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tends to be abundant, and nests are more crowded
than in the lower grade atypias. Stroma intervenes
between the nests and contains collagen, with
melanophages, and lymphocytes. At high magnifi-
cation, the main distinguishing features of the se-
vere atypia become evident. (Fig. 3, A–B) The nuclei
of the nevus cells are enlarged and usually larger
than those in the keratinocytes. Often there is an
admixture of cells that include large bizarre hyper-
chromatic nuclei with smaller nuclei, having dis-
persed chromatin. There is not confluent atypia, as
would be expected in a melanoma. Nucleoli are
often prominent. These characteristics may be
found in both spindle-shaped nuclei and in
rounded or epithelioid nuclei. Mitoses often are
moderately easy to find in the junctional compo-
nent, but it is noteworthy that they are absent from
any deep, dermal component of these nevi in
adults. The dermal portion lacks confluent atypia
and tends to show defective or only focal matura-
tion in the dermis.

Modification of these criteria is necessary in cer-
tain cases. When nevi appear in small children,
usually in prepuberal children, the nevus nests are
large, and nevus cell size and nuclear size can be
quite large, with prominence of nucleoli. These fea-
tures can be found in ordinary congenital and ac-

quired compound nevi that are not Spitz nevi. Cy-
tological atypia can be evident focally. If these
lesions are distinguishable from Spitz nevi, then
they can be classified as NAD. We have tended to
downgrade the overall evaluation of atypia from
severe to moderate or from moderate to mild in
young children because of these age-related differ-
ences in nevus cell size. In contrast, because we
gave only one overall grade of atypia for each le-
sion, an upgrading of overall atypia was necessary
when severe architectural disorder was present, es-
pecially pagetoid upward migration at the periph-
ery of the lesion. This upward migration, in combi-
nation with severe or moderate cytological atypia,
is often an important indication of the presence of
malignant melanoma in situ in the epidermis. Also,
the detection of mitoses at the base of the dermal
component of any of these lesions, with moderate
or severe cytological atypia, causes a modification
of the classification, usually to an invasive malig-
nant melanoma. Spitz nevi need to be excluded but
usually do not have mitoses at the base of the
dermal portion of the nevus. Occasionally, a deep
mitosis in a clearly benign nevus is related to the
fact that the nevus cells are near an epidermal
appendage, which may lie slightly deeper in the
paraffin block.

Selection of Case Material
Retrospective review of pathology reports was

performed on a total of 20,275 melanocytic nevi
that were received for routine diagnostic examina-
tion over an 8-year period between 1989 and 1996,
inclusively. From this total, 6,275 were diagnosed as
nevus with architectural disorder (NAD). Collation
of these NAD by patient names and addresses
showed that they were from 4,481 patients. These
patients were classified into three groups based on
their highest grade of atypia (minimal or mild,
moderate, or severe) that was assigned at the time
of the initial diagnostic examination, before any
knowledge of the clinical history. Review of the
accession data for each of these 4,481 patients was
performed to determine whether or not a prior
personal history of melanoma was given. On the
patients with a history of melanoma, the age and
gender were recorded. The age used for this evalu-
ation was based on the time of submission of the
lesion with the highest grade of atypia, or of that of
the first lesion with the highest grade, in cases with
multiple lesions of the same grade.

Statistical Analysis
The results were statistically treated, using the

processes described as follows. (1) Analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) was used for comparing numerical

FIGURE 3. A, nevus, compound type, with architectural disorder and
severe cytologic atypia of melanocytes. Rete ridge fusion is extensive
with papillary dermal fibrosis and lymphocytic and melanophage
infiltration. Many of the nuclei in the nevus cells are enlarged (H&E,
10�). B, the nuclei are more expanded, and nucleoli are more
prominent than those in the moderate degree of atypia. The cytoplasm
also is more abundant (H&E, 40�).
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data and qualitative data (categories). The data are
expressed as the mean, with the standard deviation
in parentheses. (2) The �2 test was employed to
compare the categories. (3) Odds ratio was calcu-
lated as a measure of association between NAD and
a personal history of melanoma. The data are ex-
pressed as the odds ratio, with the 95% confidence
limit in parentheses.

RESULTS

Of the 4481 patients with NAD, the worst NAD
was mild in 2504 patients, moderate in 1657 pa-
tients, and severe in 320 patients. Review of the
accession data showed that the submitting derma-
tologist mentioned a personal history of melanoma
in 5.7% of those patients with mild NAD, in 8.1% of
those with moderate NAD, and in 19.7% of those
with severe NAD. These differences were statisti-
cally significant (�2 � 59.89, P � .001; Table 2). The
three groups were different in size. A prior personal
history of melanoma was obtained in 142 patients
in the mild NAD group, and this was 5.7%. In the
moderate NAD group, the 133 patients with a per-
sonal history of melanoma were 8.1%. Likewise, in
the severe NAD group, there were 63 patients with
a personal history of melanoma, which was 19.7%
of this smaller group. Family histories of malignant
melanoma were not considered because the der-
matologists gave these histories in 1989 and in 1990
but for some unknown reason spontaneously al-
most stopped giving any such family history there-
after. We did not find any such erratic change in the
giving of personal histories of melanoma in the
accession data.

The study of the odds ratio as a measure of asso-
ciation between NAD and personal history of mel-
anoma showed an odds ratio of 4.08 (2.91–5.7) for
severe NAD versus mild NAD, odds ratio 2.81 (2–
3.95) for severe NAD versus moderate NAD and
odds ratio 1.45 (1.13–1.87) for moderate NAD versus
mild NAD. Consequently, the probability of any
given patient with severe NAD having a personal
history of melanoma is 4.08 times higher than a
patient with mild NAD. Likewise, the probability of
a patient with severe NAD having a personal history
of melanoma is 2.81 higher than a patient with
moderate NAD, and the probability of a patient
with moderate NAD having personal history of mel-

anoma is 1.45 times higher than a patient with mild
NAD. (Table 3).

The patients with a personal history of melanoma
in these three NAD groups were compared with
regard to age. The melanoma patients were not very
different in mean age (range), specifically those
with mild NAD, who had a mean age of 45.9 years
(16–88 y), whereas those with moderate NAD had a
mean of 47.4 years (17–85 y). Those patients with
severe NAD had a mean age of 48.9 years (21–88 y).

The male-female ratios were nearly 1:1 for the
melanoma patients in each group of mild, moder-
ate, or severe NAD. Specifically, the patients with a
prior personal history of melanoma in the mild
NAD group were 50.7% women, in the moderate
NAD group they were 49.6% women, and in the
severe NAD group, they were 44.4% women.

When the data on mean age of the melanoma
patients in each NAD group were segregated into
the ages of the men and the ages of the women,
then a trend was evident, in that in each NAD
group, men showed a slightly greater mean age
than women. Specifically, in the mild NAD group,
men with melanoma had a mean age of 49.9 years,
and women, a mean age of 42.0 years. In the mod-
erate NAD group, men had a mean age of 50.2
years, and women, of 44.4 years. In the severe NAD
group, the men had a mean age of 52.2 years, and
the women, 44.9 years (Fig. 4). These age differ-
ences in melanoma patients were statistically sig-
nificant for those in the mild NAD group (P � .0025)
and for the moderate NAD group (P � .025). In the
severe NAD group, these differences were not sig-
nificant (P � .07), perhaps because of the small size
of the group.

DISCUSSION

The histological grading of lesions has historically
been a rather subjective attempt to relate the de-
gree of atypia to the degree of risk for the individual.
Examples can be observed in early studies of the
grades of cervical intraepidermal neoplasia (CIN)
and the risk of cervical squamous carcinoma (25),
or in Broder’s grades or other grading systems for
invasive squamous cell carcinoma (26). When sim-
ilar principles were applied to invasive melanomas,
a type of subjective grade was initially produced by
estimation of Clark’s levels or “anatomic levels,”

Table 2. Number of Patients with Their Highest Grade of Atypia Correlated with a Personal History of Malignant

Melanoma

NADmild NADmod NADsevere

History of MM 142 133 63
No history of MM 2362 1524 257

�2 59.89, P � .001.
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based on the evaluation of the number of histolog-
ical boundaries, that had been breached by the
invasive melanoma cells (27). Breslow (28) gave the
grade of invasive melanomas a more quantitative
basis. Now the use of thickness measurements, in
the style of Breslow, is common and has been in-
corporated into new methods for evaluating risk
from invasive melanoma (29, 30). The evaluation of
grades of atypia in nevi has been difficult because
of the presence of a wide variety of morphological
appearances of nevi and the presence of consider-
able nuclear atypia in some nevi that have a rela-
tively benign clinical course in the great majority of
cases. Examples of frequently atypical but benign
nevi are Spitz nevi, nevi with architectural disorder
(NAD), and “ancient nevi” that show a type of de-
generative atypia, cellular blue nevi, and congenital
nevi with proliferative foci in newborn children.
The presence of such a variety of nevi that may have
cytological atypia makes it essential to deal with
them one type at a time with regard to any grading
scheme relating to melanoma risk. In this study, we
have concentrated on NAD and have tried to ex-
clude other types of nevi from consideration. It is
quite clear that there is a spectrum of atypia in
NAD, which includes architectural atypia and cyto-
logical atypia of melanocytes. Many of the abnor-
mal features of NAD correlate with each other (31–
33). There are three basic groups: NAD with
minimal criteria for classification, NAD with maxi-
mal criteria for classification, and NAD that are in
the middle, showing an intermediate number of
criteria. Barnhill (34) has suggested a similar divi-

sion into low grade and high grade lesions as poles
of a spectrum, with some lesions also in the middle.
It is clear that any grading scheme cannot be purely
architectural or purely based on cytological criteria,
because there are melanomas with only moderate
degrees of cytological atypia (for example, acral
melanomas) and innocuous lesions with extensive
architectural disorder (for example, recurrent com-
pound nevi). We, and others, have tried to use
schemes for such combined architectural and cyto-
logical evaluation of NAD (34). When lesions are
excised completely, it is impossible to know what
the risk of development of melanoma might have
been if a specific NAD had been left undisturbed on
the patient’s skin. Likewise, because a melanoma
arising in a lesion tends to destroy any small pre-
cursor lesion, correlations of melanoma risk in a
particular lesion depend on very early recognition
of the initial stages of the melanoma, which has
been infrequent. It has been estimated that mela-
nomas arise in NAD, but with an overall frequency
range from 10 to 40%. Reasonable agreement has
been achieved on an estimate of 20% of melanomas
arising in association with an NAD (18–20, 35, 36).
It is difficult to grade the remnants of NAD, or in
some instances even to recognize the exact border
between the NAD and the melanoma arising in it.
So grading of such remnants has not been done.
Consequently, there have been few attempts to cor-
relate melanoma risk for an individual with differ-
ent grades of atypia in NAD. For these basic rea-
sons, we have turned to an examination of the
histories of patients as a measure of melanoma risk
in association with different grades of atypia in
NAD. Barnhill (36) has reasoned elsewhere that a
certain threshold of cytological atypia must be
reached to develop a melanoma. Moreover, be-
cause those NAD with high-grade atypia are closer
to such a threshold, they would be expected to carry
a greater risk than lesions of low-grade atypia. How-
ever, proof of this hypothesis has been difficult.
Also two other studies have demonstrated that
there is greater atypia in the NAD of patients with a
melanoma than in those without a melanoma (37,
38). However, there have been other studies that
have not found any such relationship (17, 34, 39),
perhaps because of difficulties in agreement be-
tween those workers on the definition of a NAD

Table 3. Analysis of Odds Ratio of History of Malignant Melanoma for NAD by Atypia

Atypia of NAD H M Case Control Odds ratio 95%CL

Severe vs mild NH 257 2362
H 63 142 4.08 2.91–5.7

Severe vs moderate NH 257 1524
H 63 133 2.81 2–3.95

Moderate vs mild NH 1524 2362
H 133 142 1.45 1.13–1.87

H M: history of malignant melanoma; NH: no history of malignant melanoma; H: history of malignant melanoma; 95% CL: 95% conficence limits.

FIGURE 4. Mean age in patients with personal history of malignant
melanoma segregated in gender, in each NAD group.
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(31). Despite the difficulties inherent in any retro-
spective study, we felt that there was something to
be learned about the validation or invalidation of
the hypothesis that severe atypia in NAD was more
associated with melanoma risk than lesser grades of
atypia in NAD. We also felt that if a sufficiently large
population of patients was studied retrospectively,
occasional erratic behavior on the part of the clini-
cians giving the patient history would be buffered
and would be equally likely to affect the histories
given, for any of the degrees of atypia of NAD. We
were unable to use information about family histo-
ries of melanoma because of a sudden decrease in
such histories from clinicians. However, we did not
detect any such change regarding a prior personal
history of melanoma in any patient. One advantage
of the study is that the system for grading the NAD
was employed rather uniformly at one institution,
under the direction of a single director, for a period
of �15 years and was not changed during the 8
years (1989–1996) selected for study here. More-
over, a large proportion of the melanomas were
diagnosed at the same institution, but not all of
them. Because the institution is not a particular
referral center for melanoma treatment or diagno-
sis, there were few cases of melanomas diagnosed
elsewhere for which the patients received follow-up
examinations of their NAD. This was due to the
nearby presence of three large centers for mela-
noma treatment at New York University, Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, and the University
of Pennsylvania. Consequently, we think that the
principal conclusion that can be made from the
study presented here, is that severe atypia of NAD is
more associated with a patient risk of melanoma
than lesser grades of atypia, despite the much more
frequent removal of NADs with mild or moderate
atypia. Although there is a spectrum from mild to
severe atypia, we did not demonstrate any very
striking difference between mild and moderate
atypia in NAD as a marker of melanoma risk. We
were unable to confirm any significant differences
in patient ages in the mild, moderate, and severe
categories, as noted by other investigators (15, 40),
probably because we only tested statistically the
ages of patients with both NADs and prior melano-
mas. In this retrospective study, we could not com-
pare this grading scale with risk from other vari-
ables, such as the total number of nevi. Also, we did
not study how to use this information about risk to
make recommendations about surgical margins for
individual grades of atypia in NAD. Because aneu-
ploidy has been demonstrated in NAD (37, 41, 42),
it is judicious for the most atypical NAD to be
completely removed if possible. Other investigators
have published their recommendations, which are
reasonable ones (22, 24, 34). In the 6 to 13 years of
follow-up on the patients included in this study,

none developed melanoma at the exact site of the
lesions that were studied here and classified as
NAD. Our study only applies to a confirmation of an
elevation in the general risk of melanoma in pa-
tients with various grades of atypia in NAD and
thereby supports efforts toward future grading of
these lesions.
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